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Introduction
niversal health care coverage has long been a tantalizing prospect for Americans. In 2010, the Obama administration reformed the private insurance market creating a complex system of mandates, subsidies and state marketplaces, the so called "Obama Care reform", passed in Congress as the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act ("ACA"). 1 The main objective of the reform was to promote equality of access and extend affordable coverage to the uninsured. This paper analyses the role played by sophisticated legal challenges and state political opposition 2 in undermining the full achievement of that objective. On one hand, legal challenges induced the Supreme Court to find compromises that transformed the original functioning of the Act; on the other hand, states have created legislative obstacles to the operation of the law within their boundaries. The political challenge, as of today, is to build up an effective cooperation between central government and the states for a uniform and equal implementation of the law.
The sustainability of the reform is therefore discussed from two perspectives:
1. the "legal" sustainability, by which I mean the ability of the ACA to withstand the legal challenge of unconstitutionality over a period of time. I examine the major legal challenges to the reform and the subsequent "compromises" found at judicial level, ultimately resulting in states being granted flexibility in the implementation of core provisions of the law and therefore in a remarkably heterogeneous operation of health care programs across the country; 2. the "political" sustainability, by which I mean the ability of the administration to protect the reform from the unceasing attacks of the Republican party but, above all, to deal with the reluctance of some states to co-operate with the federal government.
As mentioned above, the Supreme Court found -with the Sebelius decision -that compelling the states to participate in the ACA Medicaid expansion was coercive and unconstitutional under the Spending Clause 10 and left the states with a "genuine choice whether to participate in the new ACA Medicaid expansion."
11 As of April 2015, thirty states (including DC) have expanded Medicaid; nineteen are not moving forward and two states are still uncertain 12 (Indiana and Utah have a pending waiver for an alternative Medicaid expansion plan).
What are the consequences of the Sebelius compromise (Medicaid optional expansion) for the sustainability of the reform?
A remarkable consequence is that many residents of states that did not expand Medicaid find themselves in what is referred to as a coverage gap: they do not qualify for states' Medicaid eligibility level, but they also do not earn enough to qualify for the subsidies and tax credits designed to make buying insurance affordable under the ACA. This is because the ACA did not foresee needing subsidies for those people since states at the time were all expected to expand Medicaid programs. 13 About 4.5 million people across the country fall into this coverage gap, according to the Kaiser Family Foundation.
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The effects of this passive resistance on the sustainability of the reform are surely worthy of investigation. I believe that the coverage gap clearly represents the Achilles' heel for the sustainability of such a patchwork implementation of the reform mainly because the Administration failed to achieve the universality and equality it was originally seeking. The Kaiser Family Foundation has commented: "People in the coverage gap are likely to face barriers to needed health services or, if they do require medical care, potentially serious financial consequences. Further, the safety net of clinics and hospitals that has traditionally served the uninsured population will continue to be stretched in these states."
15 The danger is also that the uneven Medicaid expansion could be legally interpreted as unequal taxation and, as such, form the basis of future legal challenges to Obamacare. Another example of legal success in limiting the implementation of core provisions of the reform is the Religious Employers Challenge. In the last two years, about 102 lawsuits have been filed in federal courts challenging the contraceptive coverage requirement. The issue arrived at the U.S. Supreme Court with the Hobby Lobby case, in which a national arts and crafts chain with over 13,000 employees challenged the contraception requirement on a moral basis. Specifically, under the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), employment-based group health care plans must provide comprehensive coverage for some FDA-approved methods of contraception which for some runs counter to Biblical teaching. , which applied to two companies owned by Christian families, succeeded this time in "adjusting" the law according to claimants' religious beliefs and altered the original requirement that companies offer contraceptive coverage to workers, potentially affecting millions of women.
What are the consequences of the Hobby Lobby compromise (religious employers' exemption) for the sustainability of the reform?
Walter Dellinger, Assistant Attorney General and Head of the Office of Legal Counsel under President Bill Clinton, commented: "Before the Hobby Lobby ruling women had guaranteed contraceptive coverage as part of their employment health insurance; now it is clear that their access to contraception is by no means guaranteed given the administrative complexities the court has now imposed upon".
19
It is important to note that the ACA originally provided exemption to religiously affiliated non-profit organizations that objected on religious grounds to covering contraception so that the implementation of this mandate was already fragmented. Nonetheless, the decision of the Court is a clear example of unforeseen consequences of policy. Again, where is the universal coverage that the reform was originally seeking? It is evident that the administration still needs to find the appropriate balance between religious freedom and women's rights. In this regard, the Obama administration has said that insurers have an independent legal obligation to provide contraceptive coverage. 20 Furthermore, the real threat of the Hobby Lobby decision, and perhaps the one with wider effects, is -as Adam Liptak commented 21 -that it opened the door to many challenges from corporations over laws that they claim violate their religious liberty. In her dissenting opinion, Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg called it "a decision of startling breadth," and expressed her concerns for potential exemptions also for employers with religiously grounded objections to blood transfusions (Jehovah's Witnesses), antidepressants (Scientologists), medications derived from pigs, including anaesthesia, intravenous fluids, and pills coated with gelatine (offensive to certain Muslims, Jews, and Hindus), and vaccinations (offensive to Christian Scientists, among others). The New Yorker, in an article dated 30/09/2014, forthrightly asserts "On Hobby Lobby, Ginsburg Was Right".
22 Only time will tell us how sustainable the contraception mandate really is. 
The Compromise n. 3: King v. Burwell The legality of IRS subsidies in federal exchanges
The ACA encourages the states to create their own Health Insurance Exchange (a marketplace where people can compare and purchase health coverage) but, if a state fails to create an exchange that meets federal standards, the federal government provides a ''fallback'' federal exchange for that state, usually through the well-known platform Healthcare.gov. State-run market exchanges are designed to perform a broad range of tasks, including the issuance of tax credits and subsidies for the purchase of health insurance plans. In May 2012, an Internal Revenue Service (IRS) rule clarified the meaning of Section 36B of the ACA which allows an individual to receive tax credits only if the individual enrols in an insurance plan through "an Exchange established by the State under section 1311 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act". The IRS rule therefore extended the availability of tax credits and subsidies to federal-run market exchanges. The authors of the IRS legal challenges argue that tax credits and subsidies should not be available in federally run exchanges and the IRS rule is therefore contrary to congressional intent. In June 2015 the Court was asked to determine the correct reading of Section 36B, specifically whether the Act's tax credits are available in states that have a Federal Exchange. The Supreme Court did not compromise again and issued a firm decision to save the Act. Justice Roberts, writing for the majority, asserted that the meaning of an ambiguous text has to be interpreted in light of the broader structure of the statute and resolved that "petitioners interpretation would destabilize the individual insurance market in any State with a Federal Exchange and likely create the very 'death spiral' that Congress designed the Act to avoid." 23 The Court clearly saved the Act from an untold danger. The legal sustainability of the ACA has been affirmed for good.
King v. Burwell was an attempt to strike down the entire law. Indeed, if the federal government was not able to issue tax credits for the purchase of health insurance in federal exchanges, citizens in 36 states would had to pay an overpriced insurance premium (not benefitting from the tax credit) or, if the total cost of buying insurance exceeded eight percent of petitioners' income they would have been exempt from the Act's coverage requirement. This would have clearly been an unacceptable situation which would have led to the repeal of the Act. Proponents of these challenges seemed very optimistic: "My jaw dropped when I first saw this. This has the potential to sink Obamacare. It could make the current website problems seem minor by comparison" commented CATO Institute's Michael Cannon.
24 Sandhya Somashekhar The ultimate objective of Obamacare`s opponents is to strike down the entire law, not only some of its more contentious provisions. Sissel and Hotze are two major challenges attacking the reform as a whole with creative reasoning. The main argument here is that since, according to Sebelius, the individual mandate qualifies as a "tax" the ACA must be intended as a tax-raising bill and -as a consequence-it should have originated in the House of Representatives and not the Senate. Because it did not, plaintiffs argue, the law violates the Origination Clause (U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 7), which requires that all bills for raising revenue "shall originate in the House of Representatives." What really happened with the ACA bill is a very common practice in the U.S. legislature: the so called "Shell Bill Game".
28 Broadly speaking, in order to comply with the Origination Clause, the Senate takes a revenue bill passed by the House and strikes the language of the bill entirely replacing it with its own revenue bill unrelated to the one that began in the House. 29 With the ACA, the House had earlier originated the "shell" bill which was subsequently replaced by the Senate health care bill containing the majority of the health care law, including the individual mandate.
1. Sissel v. U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (U.S. Court of Appeals for D.C. Circuit) Matthew Sissel, an artist from Iowa challenged the constitutionality of the ACA arguing that taxes imposed under Congress' taxing power, "not as an adjunct to a regulation of commerce or the exercise of some other enumerated power," are per se revenue-raising bills subject to the Origination Clause. On 29th July 2014, the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals ruled against this challenge, holding that the individual mandate tax need not have originated in the House of Representatives because it does not qualify as a "bill for raising revenue" under the Constitution. Judge Judith Rogers held that the overall purpose of the individual mandate tax was to force people to buy insurance, not to raise revenue, and therefore the constitutional requirement that it originate in the House does not apply. 30 Plaintiff has filed a petition for rehearing en banc on 6 Oct. December 2014, the Court vacated the district court's judgment and remanded the case to that court with instructions to dismiss the complaint for lack of jurisdiction. This short account of pending Origination Clause litigation undoubtedly shows that, despite the Supreme Court settlements, the legal challenges to health-care reform are not over and have the potential to further reshape the law and make impact on its implementation. As we have seen with the Sebelius and Hobby Lobby cases, the opposition has already managed to sabotage core aspects of the reform and it is therefore crucial to monitor the progress of pending challenges.
The "political sustainability" dimension
By "political sustainability" I intend the ability of the administration to protect the reform from the unceasing attacks of the Republican party but, above all, to deal with the reluctance of some states to co-operate with the federal government.
In assessing the political sustainability of the reform it is therefore paramount to examine the political reaction across the 50 state legislatures and the measures put in place against the Act.
In the early days of the ACA, several states were concerned about the immediate effects that the reform would have in their territories and openly refused to co-operate with the federal government in various ways, starting with the refusal to establish state-run "Health Insurance Exchanges" or to expand Medicaid. Some states also used a questionable "emergency strategy": the enactment of state law in opposition to neglected provisions. For example, at least 5 states (Alabama, Arizona, Ohio, Oklahoma, Wyoming) have amended their own constitution to provide that the state government will not implement or enforce mandates requiring the purchase of insurance by individuals or payments by employers; 33 at least 14 states have considered measures to prohibit state agencies or employees from implementing the individual mandate within the state; 34 19 states even considered bills to declare the ACA null and void. 35 As already said, the legitimacy of these measures is questionable but the size of the phenomenon invites reflection on possible consequences for the sustainability of the Act. The table below provides an overview of the use of "resistance practices" since 2010. For the purpose of an analytical study of the political opposition to the ACA, I have identified four main patterns of resistance:
1 alternatives to the ACA. At least 19 legislatures have considered bills to declare several federal laws void within their state's boundaries. Such different methods of opposition to the federal program are growing in number and they disclose a rejuvenated skepticism of federal authority wrapped in the flag of protection of individual liberty. Adam Freedman has defined this phenomenon as "a resurgent force" of states' rights.
40
From the table below, it emerges that the more "combative" states (highlighted in red), using all four "resistance strategies" are mostly southern states (Alabama, Georgia, Oklahoma, South Carolina and Texas) and states with a republican majority such as Alabama, Georgia, Indiana, Missouri (Dem. Gov.), Montana (Dem. Gov.), Oklahoma, South Carolina, Texas, Wyoming. Unsurprisingly, the more compliant states (highlighted in green), using none of the above mentioned strategies, are all northern democratic states (Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont) and Hawaii. The determining factor is clearly the political majority in the state legislature, and confirms the highly partisan climate surrounding the implementation of the law. What are the implications of these "resistance strategies" for the political sustainability of the Act? With regard to the refusal to establish a state-run "Health Insurance Exchanges" and to expand Medicaid, data indicate a high level of state distrust and uncertainty about the outcome of the reform. Most of the states perceived that the costs of running state exchanges or expanding Medicaid were too high or uncertain and the putative benefits illusory. 41 The federal government has performed well in the establishment and administration of a common federal marketplace through the online platform "healthcare.org", and despite initial technical issues, on 16 th Dec. 2014 CNBC reported the enrolment of 2.466 million of people since 15 th November. 42 The implications of Medicaid non-expansion have been discussed above in the analysis of the Sebelius compromise and it is worth repeating that the coverage gap remains the major issue for the social sustainability of the reform, as it does not allow the creation of a uniform, equal and quasiuniversal health care system. With regard to the implications of measures against the ACA (including constitutional amendments, legislation prohibiting state agencies or employees from implementing the individual mandate and nullification bills) it is important to highlight that their enactment is legally controversial and therefore also their impact is uncertain. On one hand, under the Supremacy Clause, state law contrary to federal law should be pre-empted and therefore void. 45 would prevent the federal government from mandating that states participate in enforcing federal law. In light of these assertions, it would seem that states cannot openly declare the federal law "null" but they could passively oppose the operation of the same within their boundaries by refusing to use their enforcement resources.
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In conclusion, legislation against the ACA has only a symbolic value; it creates political pressure and maintains the issue's long-term political salience 47 but has not been demonstrated to have an actual impact on the political sustainability of the reform. State legislation against the individual mandate, for example, has not prevented the implementation of this provision in the states and nullification bills have not even been effective in obtaining "flexibility" or the so called "compromises" achieved through court litigation. From this perspective, the political opposition of the states cannot be considered a real threat for the sustainability of the reform but only an emblematic demonstration of rejuvenated skepticism of the federal programmes.
Legal sustainability, political sustainability and the effects on social sustainability
The analysis of legal challenges has shown how the decisions of the Court, in an escalation of assertiveness, have ensured the survival of the reform and therefore the legal sustainability. However, in its artful Sebelius compromise, the Court has altered the original operation of the law. It is my opinion that Sebelius ensured legal sustainability at the expenses of social sustainability. 48 If we take equality as a determinant factor to assess sustainability, the coverage gap (result of the optional expansion of Medicaid decided in Sebelius) is a manifest failure and can be interpreted as an unintended consequence of policy. The same can be said of Hobby Lobby; granting religious employers exemption from contraceptive coverage further undermines the equal coverage that the reform was originally seeking. King v. Burwell was a change of direction. The Court has openly expressed support for the reform in a very sophisticated challenge. Even if the assertiveness of King v. Burwell cannot correct the social consequences of Sebelius and Hobby Lobby compromises, I would emphasize that not only has the legal sustainability been ensured once and for all but also that the Court's declaration at the conclusion of the majority opinion, "Congress passed the Affordable Care Act to improve health insurance markets, not to destroy them" 49 demonstrates an express concern for social sustainability.
My research into state legislative resistance to the ACA has investigated the political sustainability of the reform and found that the phenomenon can be considered an emblematic demonstration of a rejuvenated skepticism of federal programmes. Traditionally, social policies including healthcare, health insurance, public health regulations were the exclusive province of the states. 50 This dynamic changed in the New Deal and Great Society eras, when the federal government took an increasingly larger role in regulating and financing social policies. Since then, the so called "welfare state" has evolved into the current form of "regulatory state" in which centralized rule-making, rule-monitoring and ruleenforcement leave to decentralized agencies the task of implementing the law. 51 What can Washington do to rebuild trust in federal programmes and achieve a durable and effective federal-state relationship? Washington should take into account the diversity of 50 states' needs and maybe consider the appropriateness of ad-hoc negotiations with every single state. The key to social sustainability in the United States lies in allowing selfexpression of the state governments. I would suggest that states are more likely to trust a national government that considers them individually, that is ready to negotiate and adapt the law to particular circumstances than as simply one among fifty. 21 st century federalism requires flexibility, compromises and concessions. After all, human beings tend to trust only those who consider them special; in the same way, states as complex aggregations of human beings are most likely to place trust in a federal government that is prepared to take account of their individuality as proud sovereign states.
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